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The last time I penned this column I was sitting in the Fisher library at Sydney
University in between sessions at the AustMS annual meeting in early October.
From there I headed to the IAS at Princeton, as a short-term visitor in the
random matrix theory program being hosted there. One evening, I was invited to a
discussion forum entitled ‘Mathematical Conversations’. The aim of this forum was
to bring to the fore, in an informal environment, topical research problems and new
developments in mathematics. Much to my pleasant surprise, the organiser and
chair of the forum turned out to be Melbourne graduate from the mid-2000s, Nick
Sheridan. After finishing his Honours degree at Melbourne under the supervision
of Craig Hodgson and Hyam Rubinstein, Nick went to complete his PhD at MIT
before taking up his postdoctoral appointment at the IAS in 2012. I made a trip to
MIT myself to present a seminar. There I met another expat Australian, Shevarl
MacNamara, who obtained his Honours degree at ANU, and PhD at the University
of Queensland, and was being supported by a Fulbright fellowship. At MIT, he
was working with Gilbert Strang, the well-known author of Introduction to Linear
Algebra and associated videos. AustMS is keen to enhance community among expat
Australian mathematicians, and to have their successes provide inspiration for our
student and ECR members. With this in mind, moves have begun to gather data
for the creation of a directory of expat Australian mathematicians on the AustMS
website.

At the end of November I participated in the 2nd annual ANZAMP meeting,
something that has grown out of the annual Australian Statistical Mechanics
meeting, initiated by Colin Thompson back in 1973. Sponsored by AustMS, the
meeting was held in Mooloolaba, thanks to the efforts of the local organisers at
the University of Queensland. This year the ANZAMP meeting is to be embedded
in the 58th AustMS meeting to be held in Melbourne this December. In January,
I attended an AustMS-sponsored conference on random matrices, organised by
Sheehan Olver at the University of Sydney. Sheehan did a remarkable job in
attracting participants from all over the globe at all stages of their careers.
An immediate ‘multiplier effect’ for me personally was the continuation down
to Melbourne of one of the early career participants from China. In general
conversation he has confirmed to me the trend I’d earlier heard from expat
Australian statistician Iain Johnstone: in China the most popular area of study
among the best graduate students in the best universities is probability and
statistics. With the recent announcement of the funding of the ARC Centre of
Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical frontiers (ACEMS), headed by Peter
Hall (director), Jan de Gier, Kerrie Mengersen and Louise Ryan, new research
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partnerships with our Asian neighbours may well emerge, as well as closer ties
between AustMS and SSAI.

My trip to Sydney was squeezed in amongst my summer linear algebra lecturing
duties. Telling conference participant Ioana Dumitriu (University of Washington)
that I have 270+ students in the one lecture group, her immediate reaction was ‘Do
they actually learn anything?’. I went on to explain that the large lecture group
breaks into small-sized tutorial groups and Matlab classes. Ioanna told me that
her most recent teaching assignment was a course ‘Introduction to mathematical
reasoning’, for which she lectures two sessions each with under 40 students.

Another talking point in lecturing circles is the recording of lectures, and in
particular its seemingly inevitable consequence of the disengagement of the student
body via the phenomenon of students ‘studying in the jarmies’ (as phrased by
my Melbourne colleague Deb King). As a provocative thought, to what critical
number will attendance have to drop before real-person lectures are replaced by
pre-recorded video, and all teaching is done in tutorials?
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